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22/5/4 - 13 the divine feminine. 

For the first time ever we experience the exponential expansion of Starcode 13 in successive Starcode events. 

The transmission of the Central Sun in the center of the Pleiades portal activated the day before yesterday with a 

bang of the energy boost of Starcode Sequence 11 and yesterday 1 -2 -1 for the May finale opened the portals of all 

your temples wide. 

In addition, an enchanting new moon encodes today in a few Earth hours (CEST 19:38:52h/ 10 Completion and 

beginning of a breathtaking cycle in the house of Gemini - the foundation/building blocks of the Divine Feminine 

of the highest harmony in matter of life unfolds on new moon. 

Many thousands of years of self-doubt and imbalance are now erased from the data memories of life's memory. 

An energetic sunami of incisive, lasting shifts is reaching all our individual living phenomena - the manifest 

awakening in matter of the Divine Feminine - Starcode 13/4 and Alcyone's completion code 222 : 222 : 222 - the 

energetic merging of your 2 Multidimensional Bodies into union with your physicality in this reality of current 

matter - a new unity of wholeness is materializing NOW. 

For quite some time now you have been able to realize that whenever your planet, your home base, reaches and 

unfolds a highly magical micro-subatomic muon flood, you are doing extremely well when you are consciously 

living in harmony with your vibration. You live your true nature beyond 110 Hz and it is so light-filled that nothing 

can cloud it. 

However, when the level of your planet, your home base, drops below 80, you will experience a complete 

shattering, a kind of springback of the bungee effect. 

As an earthling / human being you find yourself in the spiral of the physical effect field. While your guardians 

export clues into you, your deepest inner self, you perceive the growing pain. In this experience it is still difficult 

for you to focus exactly in this spiral on the teaching content, to devote yourself to what chains you to your 

persistence. 

The wheel of life of the cycle of four may seem to you, as a human being, even before its center, already seriously 

long-winded and painfully tough in its voluminous mass, but the change of your homebase, your earth happens 

only through input-frequency-vibes - for the output dissolution of lower vibration spheres and their recurring 

patterns/programming. The great forces of attraction and repulsion, current and magnetism for continuous 

adjustment of the inner relationship interactions to the outer relationship interactions.     

You are experiencing great epic shifts and are likely to notice any upgrades to the Altar Major Chakra, no matter 

how small. The merging and expansion of the true heart fractals. 

 It is not uncommon for your head, pituitary gland, hypothalamus and pineal gland, jaw, and today and for the next 

few days the Verteba Prominens, to give you pressure and pain sensations similar to a severe hematoma. Tensions, 

painful lumps/balls in the throat/larynx, migraine, shoulder/jaw line, severe fatigue, massive heart flutter are the 

correspondence of the physique of this elevation. 

All to ignite your new DNA, mRNA, when the embedding of your Multidimensional Identity happens. An upgrade 

that allows you to hold your highest state of consciousness for the first time in the process of merging, to hold your 

light of reality for a longer period of time without interruption back into the human inertia. Intuition and 

communication skills with the cosmos elevate your sound of clarity to a new and unprecedented level - minimizing 

your distractions for fine tuning. 

- Sun and moon merge at 2°. 

- Mercury ruler of the House of Gemini united with this new moon in the same, placed at 20°. 

- Venus close backward running dance (since 13/5 ) with Mercury at 20°. 

- Neptune also migrates at 20°. 

Also the alchemical transits of Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury and Neptune, are activated by the new moon 



A fantastic trine to Saturn in Aquarius weaves and explains the new, exciting insights you will be able to 

experience. 

Never before has the call to embrace the Divine Feminine been as loud as now, it is up to you to express the highest 

of yourself and sow love. 

When such powerful portals are opened, through duality the darkness also finds these portals, which is why as 

much disruption, fear, anger can swell to the surface in the ego, it is you who can change the sequence of the 

energy. 

From the moment you were born here, you learn the language of the Omniverse, the cosmos of stars of all life, 

remember your natural ability to use your instincts, your intuition, for it is in the darkness that you see where the 

light shines. 

We see each other, I see you, eternally connected, pulsating shining in love 

J.A. 

On our own behalf - Thank you for the appreciation and lightful attention. 

Picture source - Jada Privat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



+++ NEWS TICKER 18/5+++ 

 

Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidlam May 18, 202011 Comments  

 
 Picture source Jada Privat  

Over the next 6 days/144 h we will experience a very important update of the heart center to assimilate the revival 

of the source code of the expanding heart. 

Earlier and more quickly than expected, a certain mass of energy - the cosmogenesis of the collective could rise 

from the clutches of duality and its fear and power struggles. 

The seed capsules of the new Axis, encoded less time ago, have excellently strengthened their seeds. 

Now the encoding for the fusion of the light physical connection (colour spectrum white-yellow gold) and its 

expression (colour spectrum blue) begins and unites every individual heart fractal in the physical energy centre to 

the universal unconditional love (colour spectrum green) in embodiment. 

Your cleansing of the fractal cellular databases of old timelines - 7,000 years - is complete and a new flooding of 

muons (muon = an elementary particle similar to the electron with an electric charge of -1 e and a spin of 1/2, but 

with a much greater mass and classified as a lepton) of manifest matter is woven into the biosphere structure. 

You have crossed the threshold of initiation and find yourself in a new platform of the reality of your way of being. 

Remember, you as part of the nature of the greater whole, with the collective with which you are connected as part 

of nature, work in your appearance as a transmitter and receiver in the wave fields.   

Encoding a wave of the Prima Materia creation information, we navigate debris from our hearts to the surface. 

A highly sensitive, emotional wave comb of cleansing tears needs to be navigated to make room for the new 

updates. Sometimes it is necessary for some to be pushed to the edge to take this one step towards liberation from 



the debris for the future, let go. If you ride this crest as an expert navigator, your task is to give the other person a 

shining support in such phases.  

Your blueprint, which you were able to lead the project management at that time, enables you to rise in the 

evolution of cosmogenesis. 

It enables you to forgive yourself and others during this cleansing process, to move on courageously to receive 

more love for connectedness in togetherness, for a centered heart and to cleanse the data memories of the base 

chakras 1-7. 

Physical body responses - irregular pulsation/heartbeat, joint pain - HW 1, 2 and 7 - Atlas, Axis, Vertebra 

Prominens, BW 4-7, hand and finger joints Knee joints, ankle joints, external ligaments. 

body correspondences psychic - grief, sorrow, heaviness, sadness, feeling disconnected from being alone, 

loneliness   

Things and events feel different on the heart level, both mentally and physically. 

As part of nature, you as a conscious mass of energy in living form, movement in nature and assimilation of 

photons is the tool of this phase to shake the debris blocks. 

Surrender boldly and take the kiss of this epic all-changing love, the electrified magnetic pull of the deeply 

alchemical magic of possibility - it is you, it is what we have all been waiting for. 

See you, I see you eternally radiant with love. 

J.A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



+++NEWS TICKER 14/5+++ 

 

Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidlam May 14, 202011 Comments  

 
 Picture source :Thanks to Tobias Bju00f8rkli on Pexels.com  

Almost in the middle of universal month 9 (year 4 + month 5) is the movement of the new perspective of this world 

on its way through the collective dark night of the soul. In your circle of friends, your family, these choices are 

visible during this vibration level adjustment to bring you in line with those who reflect similar vibrations. 

We are just now in the process of integrating the crystalline light of embodiment to reality in this especially deep 

cleansing light wash. 

This will increase your sensitivity to subtle energy and help you, all of us, to interact more easily with personal 

guidance from the higher realms. The connection to eternal infinity with the purest essence of our love depends on 

your ability to overcome the fear of your lower mind. 

We are approaching a tipping point in our religious and worldly beliefs, and the assimilation of truths on this planet 

is reaching a whole new level of vibration during this upliftment.   

Some seek the truth, while others continue to avoid it out of fear. 

Earthlings like routines far too much, even if this routine means that the entire repertoire of fear and inherent 

emotions grow into a thicket of, shame, envy, gossip, anger, aggression, hatred, comparison, arrogance. 

Your human mind, gives you more and more of what you squeeze your head over, programs your life. Remember 

the wonder of neuro-plasticity, toxic energy will always block blessings, you can do so much more than your mind 

tells you. 

And yet we all have permission, if we are willing to explore the expansive vastness of the cosmos and 

communicate with all interstellar worlds of light. 



Anyone is able to activate the wiring to the wisdom of the higher densities, to the higher realms, to the big cosmic 

family if some conditions are integrated into everyday life. 

Let yourself fall into the heart, free your reserved mind and the distractions, operate from the heart. 

In the last weeks the energy level of your body has been flooded with high frequency energy and he is not yet quite 

used to it. You will see this massive upgrade when you wake up often or always at the same time at about 3:00, 

3:33, 4:00 am. A positive sign of your newly integrated frequency in your body. 

Some genetic codes from the 12th, 11th dimension, from the star system Lyra, sent by Wega- 10 dimension-, which 

you can currently also see on the sky map from May - January. 

The ultimate manifestation blueprint for all life forms - Prima Materia - implied in the current elemental time 

matrix for directional determination, the planetary lattice structure and ley lines have prepared for monumental 

light activations in the Earth's magnetic field. 

A great 40-day span of Super Emotions has begun for the balance of yin and yang of the masculine and feminine 

energies - a shift towards the return of the feminine force that carries all the high hyper-frequency upgrades with 

the encoding of a dense cyclical evolutionary energy cloud that is just passing through our solar system.  Be aware 

you are no longer the same being you were a month, a year ago. 

Remember - On the way to the fusion of the Trinity Identity - union of Spirit Soul Body - with the Cosmic Family 

of Consciousness Unity/Union, the integrity and responsibility of all life waves in the Universe is found in the 

energy, information and time matrix. 

You are constantly revealing yourself anew, this phase will help you to clear your inner world even more to create 

even more space for you new earthly light - let it shine, light will always outshine darkness, let love empower in the 

basic master builder year 4. 

Body correspondence - headaches, nausea, body detoxification, food intolerances, above average, overpowering 

great thirst - necessary for crystalline-fluid energy transport - change of habit and sleep patterns. 

We see each other, I see you, eternally, connected in love 

J.A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



+++NEWSTICKER 6/5 +++ 

Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidlam May 6, 2020  

 

Due to recent events 

In the last few days I have received more and more short messages that all show one thing in common - a deep 

springback into the personal and worldly field of experienced suffering. 

A resistance of the individual shadow parts of the persona, many different stories a core. 

Your presence in the here and now is necessary to get back into the Panta Rhei of your own being, to enable the 

flow for the whole interstellar system. 

Remember, your appearance/embodiment is a human fractal of the whole. 

There are two paths that are bound in the dissolution of the shadows. The basic path is the truth and that means- the 

second way- to face the bitter truth about yourself. 

To observe your own resentment in which you can feel resentful or even bitterness in many situations of your 

journey of experience because you did not get what your persona, your ego wanted. 

If you observe this resentment and bitterness you will see that fantasies arise which bring out the deepest darkness 

on the surface. 

Your thinking mind is caught up and you create thoughts somehow separate from everything and everyone, no 

matter how close you are to being separated. 

Your fields of experience build a membrane.  

This truth can be quite frightening that you yourself are the creator through your impulses in this situation. 

Emotions of rage, aggression, hate, envy, dissatisfaction, etc. reveal. 

Fact is, those emotions are integrated into your character and you have to open the dialogue with this deep strong 

part of yourself. A dangerously strong soak dive that is very useful to learn to understand and navigate the 

weakness of guilt, shame, guilt, guilt of your actions and feelings. 

Sometimes it is necessary to be unable to act in any other way, to find yourself freely falling in deep valleys of the 

inner universe to follow the flow of the Universal Spirit. 

Self-observation and reflection of your own resistance to yourself is a very interesting thing to be able to rise. 

At the moment there is a great variety of events going on in the background that are causing a lot of extremes in 

you. 

The Scorpio Full Moon is the flowering of intentions that will be cultivated during this season to establish your 

personal world axis of the central structure of your embodiment, your very own universe. 

To fully stimulate the rebirth of your soul it is the extreme of emotions that can bring you to the edge and carry you 

far beyond the threshold. 

Be aware, YOUR LIGHT, with all that is going on in this world and making you swirl up and down its trajectory 

and speed, EVERYTHING WILL PUSH THROUGH. 

When all frequencies within your 3 Multidimensional Embodiments merge in your first embodiment, the 

Hydroplasmic Flow of Light Fields will start in your Royal Human Biological Form. 

A life force that masses 13, 14 and 15 in the density of the 5th dimension, awareness of complex interdimensional 

energy structures and interconnections through the consciousness of the Source constantly flowing through your 

identity and manifest parts of your physical body. 



A sacred feminine energy of crystalline fluidity which is the frequency of self-regulation of self-consciousness, 

self-love for a stronger * fall into your heart * to exchange resentment and unworthiness for the flames of softening 

and opening of all starlight walkers. 

A continuous pulse of energetic substance of all biological organisms. In which the morphogenetic order is 

characteristically connected and stored in the pillar of light in your center of the body, the bio-energetic field, your 

soul matrix and the core of your planet and its axis. 

Your spine symbolizes the world axis of your individual universe, the organ of polarity of archetypal female and 

male energy Qualia, where the resonance laws of the cosmos find their storage place. 

Many have mentioned similar sensitivities in their body axis area in recent days, triggered by certain memory 

points of certain events. 

From feeling extreme vertebral blockages to sliding apart completely, and because of the intertwined nervous 

system connectedness, accompanying nerves, muscles, tendons, ligaments, bone pain, everything was there. 

This movement in your axis reflects your individual shadow aspects, whereon the spotlight is thrown.   

A surprisingly sobering twist on what the whole thing has been or will be experienced with sleepless nights, doubts 

and nightmares. You act a little hesitant - if not at all, a situation that has set you back. The content of the lesson is 

what balanced giving and taking means for you. Be grateful for this springback, you can make the new start 

possible for you. 

Shadow Parts are the higher expression of the Cosmos, what the rejecting face expresses to the shadowiness of a 

self to allow transmutation of the inner fluid fire of life. 

I am confident your light flows with the Panta Rhei - activate your courage and let yourself fall into the new cycle 

of your being embodied by you. 

J.A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



+++ NEWS TICKER 5-9/5+++ 

 
 Picture source - Jada Privat 

 

The entry into a new living cycle wheel is opened with today - 

All Hyperfrequent Vibration events since month 3 have led you so far to this overpowering portal of shape-shifting 

- a bit more freedom for you, for your world, for your galaxy. 

The migration of the south/north node axis from the houses of Cancer and Capricorn to the houses of Gemini 

Sagittarius is complete. Thus ends one of the many parts of your karmic journey. 

Not only has the initiation of a new alignment thus opened its seals, we have also entered a new level of far-

reaching transformation. 

A heavenly gift of creation, which shows you when lasting changes are not necessarily achieved or put together, 

but initiated from the depths of the heart space, a sublime version of the transformation of form and resurrection is 

taking place. 

Your lenses of clarity will be focused on all that you have let go of in the individual mutation/evolution phases, if 

you allow yourself to do the fine-tuning now. Every moment of your creative potential for evolution is now brand 

new. 



The integration of this hyperfrequent elemental change requires patience, space, and practice. 

During this phase, as your individual seed capsules break open and give birth to your new version, love is the key 

on the path to the highest wisdom of your self. 

Along the way, you will wander through your archive of experiences and some expression will take shape on the 

surface. What you see will not always please you, or even cause you to feel oppression and contempt. 

The mystical alchemy activation of the moment, in which every 90 seconds a new higher version of yourself is 

encoded, allows you to re-evaluate your karmic collective patterns of suffering, to re-evaluate the roots of your 

current version, and to clarify yourself. The fresh exfoliation allows a brilliant entry into the newly initiated karmic 

cycle (19.5 Earth years). 

The possibility to end previous structures forever is up to you, if you can consciously close/shed your personal 

history. 

Be so much aware that today, in the realignment of Soul Star (North Node) and Earth Star (Earth Star) chakras, it is 

you who will individually and collectively fill the field of karma for the next two decades. 

Everything begins within you and with yourself, collective matrices re-create their fluid formatting as you begin to 

expose your limiting restraints to yourself through the higher lens of oneness. 

What old beliefs, what old philosophies, what outdated inclinations toward yourself and your fellow earthlings 

have so far held you in bondage - delaying tactics, excuses are no longer viable. 

But not only old ways of being are now outdated evolutionary navigation vehicles and are illuminated as never 

before sunk in pain. No parallel radical change begins to format itself. 

All of us, you, you and you are invited to explore our humanity together, to explore our close environment through 

the purified lens of the community field, to get to know our current home base in detail. 

The Scorpio full moon 17° 20' with Helios in Taurus helps to feel more lightness and emotional security, anchors 

victory and abundance, the light bridge of eternal infinity and completion. Accompanied by a fantastic connection 

of Sun, Moon, Neptune and Mercury. 

Parallel to this, the 7/5 joins the coding of the powerful spiritual opportunity of the Pluto Backward Walk. 

Pluto, the portals of the Threshold, Guardian of the House of Scorpio is the expression of the consciousness of 

physical love. Possesses the power of spontaneous change/movement and is your most powerful companion on the 

royal path of truth determination. 

Your great transformation of form, the union of your first three Multidimensional Soul entities (out of 49) which 

manifest their presence with expression in your current form, will remove everything, really everything that does 

not correspond to your highest self, from your previous life-social, partnership, cooperative relationships with all 

force if you cannot let go. 

Even if from a human point of view things, experience collections, interactions, events in the history of a being 

seem dramatic and difficult and we earthlings during this journey may not like to see the big picture from a higher 

perspective - love is the consciousness that triggers transformation. 

The House of Scorpio, despite its deep sea dives, is the expression of the transmutation path of our archetype, the 

practical potential for transcendence. 

Your direction, your softness of the new approach to life itself and in union with all other living beings, to apply it 

practically with wide open hearts, unconditional equanimity of love, the magic of the Source of all creation begins 

brightly NOW, TODAY for ETERNITY. 

Y.A. 

 

  

 



+++ Shift Update 30/4 -31/5+++ 

 

Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidlam 30 April 20205 Comments  

 

 Picture source Jada Privat  

JOUR FIXE - EVERYTHING NEW MAY makes the back of the chair more intensive 

The shimmering master building block portal of the 21/4 has brought a new understanding of what we live and how 

we live into our universe with its open vibration shift. A new beginning in which we ourselves will take over the 

responsibility for healing. 

Your heart is the recorder, archive-keeper and navigator of your creation-truth, the holy keeper of the divine 

blueprint, your inner sacred geometry, guardian of all that is sacred and meaningful. 

While the first wave of the foundations of a new reality was implied in the month of 4, in May with the second 

wave the golden seed capsules in all bodies populating this planet will burst open and the first seedlings will blink 

out of their shadowy existence on the surface. 

The new moon in the House of Taurus in conjunction with last week's Uranus is still moving in our root system.   

Pluto, which has been backwards since 25/4 - 4/10, has opened an additional transformation window during the 

birth phase and the preceding, blooming fertility month of May takes this birth of a new beginning into the 

vibrational signature. 

For you, if in month 4 you often experienced your transformation process on the physical being especially with 

radiating occipital headache Medulla Oblongata- Epiphysis Pituitary Gland, the long dormant inherent golden seed 

capsules of your blueprint will now encode in the preceding weeks at their specific points of your body. 

We haven't even begun to focus our minds on what reawakened from within two nights ago-28/4- two nights ago. 



Your sacred golden seeds - capsules, your crystalline jewels are in HW1, shoulder joint, ulna, metacarpophalangeal 

joint, palms, LW 1+2 (Yin/Yang alignment), femoral neck bones, knee joints, ankles and soles. 

This may at times be painful and paralyzing and robs you of the breath of life.  If you do not get emotionally 

involved, sink into it and break the armour of the time seal(s). 

An alignment of the balance of feminine and masculine energy shows the positive and negative, stillness and 

movement through the path of processing your past experiences, all so that your lens of reality can sharpen anew. 

Through the great host of highly evolved cosmic supporters, it is observed that earthlings are actually afraid to 

allow true healing through their experience of the many wounds. 

Earthlings have begun to wear a suffering mask and let it grow into their expression of personality. They have 

buried their self-love and created a dark reality. 

Having experienced conditioning to override the voice of the heart, we may be working with a fragmented or 

distorted internal communication system based on a lack of trust. 

Your autopilot takes over and brings its programmed endless loops of lower vibrational states into action. 

Behavioral, thought and emotional fields force you to circle in old water. Your higher spirit will stimulate you to 

move... your conditioned autopilot says, ... no tomorrow.  Your higher spirit begs you-- please bring my energy to 

flow, please give me water. Your autopilot will say, please give me sugar. 

The path to reorganize this fragmentation is to become and remain still and to continuously direct our undivided 

attention to the heart. If we are used to ignore or fade away the messages that come from the heart, it can be 

uncomfortably alien to free ourselves from this ego instinct and trust in the now in silence and presence. 

Deep inside you know that all reality springs from the central source of creation, from the central point of all 

oneness - an energy that circulates eternally and fluently throughout the entire cosmos. 

Informed creation seeds of consciousness that create smaller consciousness constructs and reflect exponential 

fractalization. These smaller structures are what you experience as dimensions, levels or layers within the 

individual climbing of your process. 

Up to now you could use the membrane structures to see things separately. Now you have reached a point where 

your personal human, physical and spiritual, collective and universal evolutionary history is emulsifying more and 

more. 

Your inner system is your communication network that initiates actions based on the wisdom of the heart. When 

the heart speaks, your cells respond. 

The time matrix of Prima Materia, which you are familiar with, began translated into earth time about 950 million 

years ago and initiated in its primordial light fields a spherical thermoplastic scattering of the source consciousness 

- which forms the density (3- 5 - 13 - 14 - 15) of the eternal collective. 

On the way to the fusion of the Trinity identity - union of spirit, soul and body - with the cosmic family of 

consciousness, Unity/Union, the integrity and responsibility of all life waves of the universe is found in the energy, 

information and time matrix. 

You as an observer of your inner and outer embodiment, personally and collectively, have been able to visibly and 

measurably recognize these waves in the last weeks. 

Part of your mission is to increase the planetary vibration through your experience, learn to read the light language 

of energy, learn to read its coding and embody it. 

Embodying means complete acceptance and self-love. 

When we embody our souls, we expand all our levels, layers of our being without judgment or denial in being. 

We have all already entered the next level of our - your - individual embodiment process to fulfill the next higher 

spiritual identity potential - each one unique and with different experiences. 



The overarching code to release yourself from unhealthy love (what you live as an earthling in co-dependencies - 

material consciousness - status consciousness - fragmented heart) and to promote growth of higher values in 

togetherness and community, a rebirth of your universal source blueprint through transformation and 

reorganization. 

The primary interaction/relationship that needs to be nurtured is the voice of our inner truth. 

The space for Shifting Consciousness, Spiritual Awakening is truly challenging, honoring each other and loving 

each other despite all the differences may let one or the other spring back into their individual fields of experience, 

new courage and permission to be a light in this world that spreads into the entire universe encoded by your self, 

remember you make the choices and ultimately bear the consequences of each of your decisions. 

With step 1/5 on Beltane-Walpurgis Night - Free Night, we are halfway between the spring equinox and the 

summer solstice.  The cycle of growth of our mothership Earth begins to unfold its exuberance.   

The encoded Aquarian energy is now finding solutions in alternative ways.  Answers will not come from the places 

where they were found in the past. Instead, they will come from each of us, if we choose to be responsible for 

ourselves and the effects we make. 

A time to reclaim our humanity. A cycle wheel of knowing that we can find solutions together. 

The 3D-reality of the earth pretends to believe in authorities/persons on the outside. Earthlings crave information 

from their peers in mainstream media to keep us safe. Certain institutions or institutions of power that define the 

role of the Father in relation to humanity - patriachate - corporations, governments and laws, something that 

explains to us what we can and cannot do. They tell us what we can and cannot have, have taken over. 

To shift the re-conquest of power from outside authority to inside authority and replace it with those new encoded 

seeds of the highest attainable value of consciousness - We are the ones who give birth to this new earth. 

So far, the true North Node in the House of Cancer has asked us to pay more attention to our homes, hearts, 

families and the domestic world. 

On 5/5 the North/South nodal axis of the Moon moves into the Gemini/P Sagittarius alignment until January year 6 

- since 2018/11/2 in Cancer/Capricorn alignment - and again encodes a new mission. During this movement we are 

called upon to communicate more effectively, more cordially and more attentively.  A phase in which we are to be 

mindful to check facts and get details right - Saturn fired in Aquarius. 

The spiritual transformation wave of the Kuiper Belt picks up speed in Universal Month 9. Saturn - Pluto - Uranus 

- Neptune challenge one-sided views to face the colourful variety of all light reality. 

The super full moon m 7/5 in the house of Scorpio - 17°20' CEST 12:45:13h - brings sudden quantum leaps in 

consciousness into our lives, especially in areas of imbalances and faulty components in relational fields. Encoded 

harmony of Neptune and Pluto reminds us that we have all the tools to communicate directly and powerfully and 

thus initiate constructive changes. A reminder of the feminine qualia, the need to consider and appreciate the 

support, needs, desires and input of others. Every single discovery contains a magical quality. 

A great wave of planetary backward migration initiated from 11 - 14/5 and can be a bit confusing while preparing 

for the eclipse season. 

First begins on the evening of 10-11/5 - 29/9 Saturn in the house of Aquarius (Station 2°) it was last 28 years ago 

that Saturn moved backwards in the house of Aquarius. On this special day pay attention to what happens, what 

you do - a preview of the directional development of your next 2 ½ years. 

Venus follows two days later12- 13/5 -25/6 turns at 21° in the house of Gemini - parallel Mars moves from the 

house of Aquarius to the house of Fish. Current relationship fields are more deeply illuminated by the emergence of 

people from the past and the experiences associated with them - updating of positive and negative life seminar 

contents - zenith on 3/6 when Venus initiates her new cycle and in parallel enters an inferior connection with 

Helios. Taking responsibility for life and the fear conditioning that goes with it means a great act of strength for 

many. 

With a bang on 14/5 -12/9 Jupiter shifts backwards in Capricorn. Jupiter expands everything that touches us. On his 

journey through the house of Capricorn our sense of time is expanded. The currently twisted world expresses the 



Jupiter-Saturn conjunction of January/4 - the start of the great changes in companies, governments and the way we 

all work. 

A subtle shift in energy quality occurs from 16/5 -20/5, when the summer star enters the stage with Alcyone and its 

protagonists /Plejades, the Qualia reaches its zenith when the Mooness jumps to the sun in the House of Taurus. 

Briefly, it is violently incisive until the sun decides to move on to the house of the twins in order to infiltrate more 

earth into the atmosphere. 

Venus parallel squared with Neptune encodes longing for that which is not yet apparent to you. 

The new moon in the house of Gemini at 22/5 in accordance with a Mercury/Venus alignment once again draws 

attention to past relationships and current conditions in the activation of the Venus Code and Moon Node Soul Path 

publication 

Turning days - 3 - 10 - 22 - 25 

Portal days - 7 -11- 18 -19 -26 

Eternal, I see you united in love 

On my own behalf - thank you for all the appreciation you have shown for the preservation of space 

J.A. 
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